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Thursday, December 31, 2020

MUG SHOTS FOR GITMO: TREASONOUS BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY SILICON VALLEY SOCIOPATHS WEAR SUITS MADE IN CHINA

Fig. 1—Xi Jinping and his British-Chinese-American minions. (Sep. 23, 2015). The 8th US-China Internet Industry Forum, Seattle, WA. Front Row, L/R (Obama’s Technology Council): Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook), unknown, John Chambers (Cisco), Jack Ma (Alibaba), Virginia Marie “Ginni” Rometty (IBM), Xi Jinping (Chinese Communist Party boss), Satya Nadella (Microsoft), unknown, Tim Cook (Apple), unknown, Jeff Bezoz (Amazon); Second Row, 2nd from right: Reid Hoffman (LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, PayPal); 4th from right, Bob Swan (Intel). Full size photo (*.png, 5MB). Check your Downloads folder. Photo: Unknown.

All of these actors are well-groomed imposters planted at their companies by the British Pilgrims Society and their bankers

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/12/mug-shots-for-gitmo-treasonous-british.html
They are the new **Golden Horde** working to take down the Christian American Republic

Their glowing resumes and bank accounts are all fake

They all “care for your safety” and want you to take the untested, permanent DNA-altering vaccine and keep wearing your masks like good little sheeple

Resistance is NOT futile.

Be bold. Have courage. Act now!

See you in Washington, D.C. on Jan. 05–06, 2020; We The People must seize back control of our Republic from these British–Chinese interlopers

---

Dec. 31, 2020—Thanks to Chinese Communist Party Boss Xi Jinping’s official photographer, the world has a record of the primary American and Chinese criminals who are currently attempting to subdue the world inside a digital prison, directed by the British Pilgrims Society.

Xi Jinping’s Chinese economy and culture was taken over by its British controllers in the Pilgrims Society’s MI6 in 1948.

That same year (1948), British MI6 took charge of a newly-forming American C.I.A. to manage the stolen Nazi and Japanese gold through the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland.

Later, IBM and the newly-minted C.I.A. formed Intel-Silicon Valley to replace RCA/NBC as the primary manufacturers of mass surveillance technologies for their new world order.

Two years later in 2017, these groomed tech impostors joined groomed banking impostors in Beijing for another group shot exposing the financiers of their plans for global tyranny. See Fig. 2 below.
Xi Jinping provided incontrovertible evidence that he conspires with treasonous American banks, technology and pharmaceutical companies to destroy the American Republic and its duly-elected President Donald J. Trump.

The American Republic is standing at a cliff. If we step forward, we will fall into a new form of communist digital tyranny. This tyranny failed under Lenin and Stalin, then...
under Hitler and Mussolini. And yet, these British Pilgrims Society self-anointed criminals are trying again.

It is imperative that we start taking steps back from this cliff’s edge.

America’s Founders left us with the tools to defeat this tyranny, but those tools must be used. These are times for tough, decisive decisions from our elected Commander in Chief.

The endemic MSM censorship, judicial conspiracies and the 2020 Election Steal prove that America’s institutions have broken and cannot fix themselves. This is exactly the situation where a decisive president must step in with all the tools in his tool box to identify the infiltrators, jail them, and re-implement the Principles of our Founding Documents.

- **American courts** are controlled by the British Inns of Court and the Inner Temple
- **American banks** are controlled by London Banks and a foreign-owned Federal Reserve, including Lord Rothschild
- **American government bureaucracies** are controlled by the British Crown Agent surrogates in the Senior Executive Service (SES)
- **American pharma** is controlled by the British Wellcome Trust including the founder of biotechnology, Lord Rothschild
- **American media** is controlled by British Reuters and BBC propagandists via Pilgrims owners including J.P. Morgan and Lord Rothschild
- **American education and publishing** are controlled by Anglophiles Carnegie, Rockefeller and Ford Foundations
- **American surveillance intelligence** is controlled by British MI6, MI5 and GC
- **American telecommunications** is controlled by British QintetiQ

Fig. 3—The American Republic is standing at the cliff’s edge. Which way will be step?
American Patent Office, FEMA regions (at least 2 & 9), Navy SPAWAR and 63 air traffic controllers are controlled by British SERCO;

American Army global inventory system controlled by British QinetiQ... in Britain!

CONCLUSION

Any reasonable person can see the British Pilgrims Society’s deliberate, incremental plan to reincorporate America into the British Empire, and that it is still in play.

American Patriots, like spunky suffragette Lillian Scot Troy, smelled this rotting communist plan back in London in 1912 and discovered, then published their 24-step strategy in the San Francisco Leader on Feb. 17, 24, 1912.

The California Hearst newspapers have deleted Ms. Troy’s revelations from the historical archive record, but thankfully, Rep. Dr. Lt. Commander Jacob Thorkelson (MN 1st) Thorkelson preserved her revelations in Aug. 21, 1940 in the Congressional Record.

We have been warned about this insidious British Pilgrims Society plan being carried out with their profoundly traitorous American members, including Henry Kissinger, Paul Volcker and James W. Breyer.

Why haven’t I heard of the Pilgrims Society before? It is hiding in plain sight.
Fig. 4—Lillian Scott Troy was a courageous American suffragette and investigative journalist living in London ca. 1900-1918. On Nov. 13, 1919, Ms. Troy was deported from the United Kingdom—two days after WWI ended—because she dug too deeply into the corruption of British and American Pilgrims Society. Ms. Troy was the perennial target of Pilgrim propaganda attacks and smears in both the U.S. and British press. She focused her investigations on the evident corruption and treason of Andrew Carnegie, J. P. Morgan and the Anglo-American (British) Pilgrims Society, which she (and many at the time) saw as undermining the sovereignty of the American Republic. Their voice have largely been silenced by the mockingbird Pilgrims Society-controlled world press, until now.

The spiritual heritage of the Pilgrims Society is steeped in satanic cultism of **W.T. Stead** (the “father of tabloid journalism”), Cecil Rhodes’ archive and spiritism coach of Queen Victoria, Lord Rothschild and Viscount Alfred Milner the Burroughs Wellcome vaccine experimentation butcher of the 2nd Boer War. Burroughs Wellcome is now called GSK GlaxoSmithKline that funds **The Pirbright Institute**, owner of the **Coronavirus** patent.

Until you start naming the enemy, you cannot fight him with courage and truth.

Spread the truth.

(See [18 U.S. Code § 2381. Treason](#) and [10 U.S. Code § 894 - Art. 94. Mutiny or sedition.](#))

**WHILE AMERICANS TRUSTED THEIR ELECTED OFFICIALS TO WATCH THEIR BACKS, THOSE OFFICIALS CASHED IN ON BRITISH–CHINESE COMMUNISM VIA**

---


**2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)**

**3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook**

**4. Backgrounder**

**5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity**

**6. Instagram-scam**

**7. USPTO-reexam Sham**

**8. Zynga-gate**

**9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP Insider Trading**

**10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints**

**11. Federal Circuit Cover-up**

**12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption**

**13. Prominent Americans Speak Out**

**14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari**

**15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms**

**16. S. Ct. for Schemers or Inventors?**

**17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?**

---

**18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues**

**19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Ct.**

**20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME**

**21. Corruption Watch - “Oh what webs we weave, when first we practice to deceive”**

**22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption**

**23. White House Meddling**

**24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview**

**25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed**

**26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since Stump**

**27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are intertwined in the Leader v. Facebook scandal**

**28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook**

**Bookmark: #gibson-dunn**

**GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America**

---

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail.

---

**THEIR TECH STOCKS**

Fig. 5—Front Row, L/R (Obama’s Technology Council—Pilgrims Society): Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook-James W. Breyer surrogate), unknown, John Chambers (Cisco), Jack Ma (Alibaba-Pilgrim), Virginia Marie ‘Ginni’ Rometty (IBM), Xi Jinping (Chinese Communist Party boss), Satya Nadella (Microsoft), unknown, Tim Cook (Apple), unknown, Jeff Bezos (Amazon); Second Row: 2nd from right: Reid Hoffman (LinkedIn, Facebook); 4th from right: Bob Swan (Intel).

---

Described above is abject immorality.

Morality must win the day.

“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.”

_The Gospel of St. Matthew 4:17._

---

**Footnote**

REMINDER RE. THE MILLER ACT NOTICE—THE PERPETRATORS OF THIS EPIC FRAUD MUST DISGORGE THEIR ILL-GOTTEN GAIN

Click image to open PDF of this and the next slide
Establish Legal Social Media
A Cascade of Benefits

We envision success in the 2nd American Revolution to fully implement a Free Press that the Founders envisioned, but never had the technology to deploy.

Free Speech
MASTER LICENSE
MILLER ACT NOTICE PAID $$$
Use of Funds:
Paper Ballots & Voter ID
Cyber Education
Participatory Government
Assert Citizens Conditional Powers

Honest Elections

Fig. 6—Mr. President: Turn the Tables on Censorship; Write the Miller Act Notice check immediately! By writing the check for the Leader Technologies’ Miller Act, and acquiring a global master license on social networking, President Trump, with the stroke of a pen, can turn the tables on Big Tech, Media, Bank and Pharma censorship and propaganda. It will initiate a second American Revolution to give the citizen control of the media for the first time since the early days of the American Republic, before the Rothschild Bank of England hooked its claws back in to the fledgling Republic. Click here to download the PDF (check your Downloads folder after clicking).

Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump. It is a contract demand for the U.S. Treasury to pay them for the federal government’s 18-year theft of their social networking inventions. These inventions were stolen by Major General James E. Freeze (US Army, ret.) and Leader’s patent attorney James P. Chandler, III, on behalf of Andrew W. Marshall and the Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment, and the Pilgrims Society who steal and weaponize inventions for continuous war making and enrichment of fascist insider military-industrial corporations.

Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.

FEDERAL BRITISH-AMERICAN PATENT WEAPONIZATION THIEVES

James P. Chandler, III  Andrew W. Marshall

THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT USES SES, SERCO AND OPIC AS PORTALS INTO HORRIFIC CORRUPTION

These lawyers, bankers, academics, journalists, bureaucrats and self-styled elitists sponge off the actual wealth-creation of hard working...

CORONAVIRUS SOURCE DISCOVERED! ALSO UNCOVERS LORD PIRBRIGHT, A ROTHSCHILD, AS KEY TO THE 140-YR. PILGRIMS SOCIETY MONOPOLY OVER WORLD SOCIETY, COMMERCE & WAR

The British Crown and the C.I.A. teamed up treasonously via QinetiQ Group Plc controlled by the Monarch Lord Pirbright (Rothschild)...

WEAPONIZED CORONAVIRUS IS AN ANGLO-AMERICAN PILGRIMS SOCIETY ATTACK ON NON-GLOBALIST AMERICA WHILE BLAMING CHINA

Contributing Writers | Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | Mar. 16, 2020, Dec. 21, 2020 | PDF | https://tinyurl.com/rt7g8sy

MEET THE PERSON WHO CAN REMOTELY CRASH PLANES AND CAN READ YOUR MIND

Monstrous Patent calls people “wet ware” Implanted devices deliver electric shock, poisons, dopamine, adrenaline, emit mind control freq...

EDITORIALS

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook’s case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness,

WAR BETWEEN THE WHITE HOUSE AND CIA? PRESIDENT TRUMP FINALLY IMPLEMENTING JFK’S EXECUTIVE ORDER

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/12/mug-shots-for-gitmo-treasonous-british.html
Dismantling The Out-of-Control C.I.A. Who Were Conspiring With The British Pilgrims Society

Americans for Innovation: Mug Shots for GITMO: Treasonous British Pilgrims Society Silicon Valley Sociopaths…


Video: The New American Video.

Fig. 8 – Free. (Dec. 09, 2020). Our Republic is fighting the same battle now as we did 245 years ago! You Are Free TV. https://youtu.be/LubioHZAd8l | (Raw *.mp4 video file).

Video: You Are Free TV.

Our Republic is fighting the same battle now as we did 245 years ago!

... our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney “dark arts,” destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

Current Editorial Focus

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case first came to our attention after learning that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s admission that they had no evidence to support their on-sale bar verdict, but the judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated from there, replete with two of the three judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel, Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did not disclose to the litigants, and later tried to excuse through a quick motion slipped in at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook’s appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just about every judicial player in this story. The misconduct appears to reach into the U.S. Patent Office through abuse of the reexamination process by Facebook. We will stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until justice is served, but we also welcome news and analysis of intellectual property abuse in other cases as well.

Welcome To Donna Kline Now! Readers!

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are Welcomed! Blogger has more posting constraints than Donna’s WordPress, but we will continue to welcome anonymous posts. Simply send us an email at...
Americans for Innovation: MUG SHOTS FOR GITMO: TREASONOUS BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY SILICON VALLEY SOCIOPATHS…
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Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com

Click here to view a complete Donna Kline Now! posts archive.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S. JUDGES

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT
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